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Gerhard,
I follow your argument on multiple certificates but I have to say I do not agree. The skill of yacht design is in designing
a boat that will perform well in a variety of conditions. Any fool (well almost any fool) can design a boat that is good in
one set of conditions. A one trick pony. Once you allow multiple certificates you just about nullify that skill. Also, multi-
ple certificates mean multiple rigs, multiple sails, multiple fins and multiple bulbs. If one of the intentions is to make
the class popular, making it expensive seems a strange way of achieving that aim.
The average guy finishes work on a Friday at say 4pm, goes home, loads the car and sets off to the race. He has no
time to re-configure his boat to suit the expected conditions. He relies on his designer to have done his homework
and come up with a boat that will be competitive in most conditions but only against other boats that have been so
designed. It is unfair for him to compete against a boat, with multiple certificates, sailing on a far shorter waterline with
a lot more sail if conditions are light or against the same boat with a long waterline and little sail if the conditions are
heavy.
In practice, if only one certificate is allowed, all designers have to design that breadth of performance into their boats
and over a period of time the sweet spot of the rule attracts all the boats to round about the same place and every-
body can compete on a reasonably level playing field. That is not to say that for a big event you wouldn't design a
boat for the expected conditions. Of course you would but you would still have to design for conditions some way ei-
ther side of those that are expected. You may well also re-configure an existing boat for those conditions but you
would get a new certificate and the previous one should be cancelled. However, that is different to turning up at an
event, sniffing the wind, checking the forecast and then selecting the configuration, from your many certificates, that
will maximise your performance in those conditions. It is not fair on the average sailor and is hardly guaranteed to at-
tract people to the class. One of the reasons for the, until recently, declining popularity of the Marblehead was the
complication of the number of rigs, bulbs and fins required to be competitive. Conversely, the popularity of the One
Metre is its comparative simplicity.
Regarding your argument about having to get a new certificate if you re-configure the boat and then having to have it
re-measured again if the experiment was a failure, surely you would try the new configuration before applying for a
new certificate. If the experiment was not successful you would not have it re-measured and would revert back to the
original configuration and original certificate. Also, if you wanted to try different configurations you would surely try
these first and then decide which configuration you wanted the boat certified for.
I find it very difficult to get my head round race committees being unable to ascertain if the certificate presented is the
last and thus the valid certificate. I find that if there is a will there is a way. It is easy to come up with reasons why
things can't happen. Perhaps the reason these obstacles are put in the way is because the will of the people, writing
the rule, is to have multiple certificates. If a new certificate was not issued until the old one had been returned to the
registrar the race committee would know that the one presented was the last unless someone was cheating and there
are penalties for that. Using a certificate that was not valid would be impossible as the registrar would have all previ-
ous certificates but if someone wanted to use a forged one it would be no different to using a One Metre that was 1.1
metres long. If you are going to go to the trouble of measuring boats at major regattas it seems a trivial but just as
important a task to check that the certificate is valid. It would take but a fraction of the time required to check measure
the boat.
I have had it put to me that there is no way of stopping a competitor arriving at an event and having the boat re-meas-
ured at the last minute in a configuration that would suit the prevailing conditions. If it was mandatory that the certifi-
cate had to be in the hands of the race committee, say a week before the event, you have prevented that from
happening. You could argue that this would discriminate against competitors who are still building their boat but you
could have a rule that allowed a certificate to be presented at registration but only if it was the first and only certificate
for that boat. That would allow new builds to enter but would not allow boats, already having certificates, to present on
the day. Regarding owners of several boats, they have no advantage that others don't if you have to present your cer-
tificate say a week in advance.
Regarding waterline measurement and the fact that people changed the boat without having it re-measured, I might
be wrong but I believe that the rule said that alterations that altered the rating required a re-measurement. Changing
a rudder for one of approximately the same size, or using a battery that was a few grams different to those used for
measurement aint going to alter the rating any more than a new set of sails that would anyway have to be measured
before use. Anyway, you still have the same problem that alterations that affect the rating should cancel the certificate
but now you can supposedly re-measure the boat yourself. Why not let the owner re-measure his own sails?
I do hope that my arguments make some sense to you. I have always been a fan of the class and would like to see it
make a comeback but I fear that these new rules will do nothing but put people off.
Assuring you of my good intentions.
Kind regards,
Dave Hollom.


